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This study is dedicated to all
teachers who are seeing the vision of
better education in Maine.
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1Chapter I
Introduction
Educators in Maine became interested in Dr, IVilliam
H. Burton’s workshop at Harvard University and invited
him to speak at several district meetings in various
parts of the state in 1943 and the spring of 1944. The
meetings were well attended and interest increased. Mean-
while, the University of Maine, in co-operation with the
State Department of Education, was planning a V/orkshop
for in-service teachers for the following summer. School
board members and superintendents were urged to see that
the expenses of selected teachers, who were to attend,
were paid. The State Department of Education promised
to refund all transportation charges. One hundred seventy-
four attended the first Workshoo, all Maine teachers,
supervisors and superintendents, except five out of state
educators. The faculty consisted mostly of the State
supervisors and teachers from the State Teacher’s Colleges
of Maine, under the able executive Dr. William Burton end
his assistant Miss Mary O’Rourke, There was the usual
workshop set-up of informal seating, library and supple-
mentary materials and exhibits of many kinds. The actual
work consisted of working on a unit which could be
carried out in the individual class rooms in the fail.
There were many profitable interruptions of lectures on
nciJ‘M.i^c• t 'al
.r-iXl • * . . .1 JnJ smsoesci' ::.r^ir:'u 'as. a-iod' tjr.tr
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E sill 0 3 sriT .ncncoJ ynani lo olidxlxe ine El.iisiaa' vif inur-
ed iiljjoo xioiniiV linn s ac gp. i.:»i'iC'At “to b©l6 xaaoo
eiil ni sxfooi &aslx> yx.biix sfll ;ix lac noixi';©
no .B 9 i*noeX *.to sfioilqxf'Tialxti ©Idal floiq \i\as ^ X9P..
varied subjects, experiments in the art room and visits to
some interesting exhibit. The outside social life was not
neglected, but planned well to include many interests.
All who attended the Workshop seemed high in its praise
and felt that it was three weeks well spent.
In 1945 the experiment was repeated with an attendance
of one hundred seventy-nine in state teachers, and six from
other states. Thirty-six of the students were repeaters
from the previous summer. The entire set-up was greatly
improved from the first Workshop. More instructors were
in charge, more room was available, and much new material
added.
Each student worked on some individual problem of
interest to them and their particular school. Many worked
on the unit plan, but it was not required as at the
previous session. A few groups worked co-operatively in
preparing bulletins of educational value.
The writer made a survey and analysis of data con-
cerning factors which facilitated or hindered the beginnings
of unit teaching which many of the teachers carried on in
the various schools of the state, A questionnaire was
sent to the teachers who attended, hoping to get the
desired information.
od- 3dxaiv moo^ dT6 eild ai edaern c'lejqxe} doe (.eft's bei'i.ev
don 5 3W slii laiooe ei isdno erlT . idi.iizo jeai^jdnl ocioe
. adeeTodni ynsa onnloni od Ilei*/ i>eniip,'n dad jbedoeX^en
'> lA
eal6a:;^ eo'i Gi field fcamesa dotlbd'icW edd benadddis odw XIA
‘V
• dGooii iXevV e^eow eeiod eav/ di derid dl&l*' i)ab
eonennadds ne ddl.v b.-idBeq©n asv; dn c. fiilTs |ze, odd nl
> V
'
•>
r-o:c'x xla bne
,
'ledoeGd sdada nl 0nxn~:d neves beinnud sno lo
I
E-iod0£q9'i. 0 T9W ediidbjjds edd lo xls- cdT .sededa xeddo
yXdee'ts saw qn-des eiXdne odT .loriinna 'Suoi venq edd ircn'l
3‘xodoxndsnf enoTl .qodsX'ioW dei:l end mo'i'i bevoianx
IsHedem /en denr bn a ,9 id el lave ^a/f moci s’XOiV. ^e^'isdo ni
.beobs
lo ineldonq Isubxvlbni err.cs no bexio.v dnebnds doe3
basixow yneM , foodoe iBliJoldTaq 'ilexld has meild od deonednl
edd de sn beniuper don aa^v di dud ,neXq dinxi 9itd no
ni y.i evid£T9qO“00 be^iT:’^ squoza wel A .aoiseoe snoivenq
.eiuXajr Xsno id eonbe Ic snidoXInd snliaqsTq
-noo sdsb do slaylens bne 0 etem tadiiw ariT
esninnl'-ieJ ©dd boiabnid t:o bad edi r.ioa'l rioXrio-v’ anodosl sninxeo
ni no boi'i'xso.a'iedoeed add lo ynem rtoidw snidosad dinn lo
f'
'
es^ enlennoideenp A .edsde odd to eXocdoe anoiiqy eri;
sdd dev od gniqoii ,bebnelJ3 odw anedoaed odd oJ dnae
, no id amo tn 1 ba^ i e 0 b
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The Workshop in Teacher Training
This is an attempt to summarize the many writings of
several persons in regard to the basic principles and
programs of the "workshop movement” in teacher education.
It was during the Eight Year Study in which some
three hundred colleges agreed to admit, over a period of
eight years, the graduates of thirty selected secondary
schools without the usual requirements or examinations
that the germ of the workshop was planted. Each of these
secondary schools were given unusual freedom to develop
its own education program, assisted by a staff of consul-
tants on the curriculum and evaluation problems. The
staff was very concerned because the teachers had too little
time to work out the problems involved in their new experi-
mental programs. It was then suggested that a portion of
the summer might be used for the staff to be with the
teachers of the thirty selected schools for intensive work
and study.
In the summer of 1936, thirty-five science and mathe-
matic teachers came to Ohio State University for a six week
course. These teachers were carefully selected by the
staff and local school authorities. Each participant was
asked to decide upon some professional problem of interest
which he would like to work on for the six weeks. These
II -la^tcsjlO
^ninlaiT isdosaT £ii ariT
10 a '^nl 11*1 A' '^n&m ail it ssi'ieisiiiiija OJ Igiaellr?. na 2 I 8 iiiT
jbfie e.sXqlorii'iq oissct o.t Diay.aT nl anoe-iaq
. no ilsoL D8 'lariDsal ni ’'Inaiiia voin qoilB'i'tow'’ a.dl lu nrat^^o-xq
amr8 fioiii// ni xaaY aui ^nixijx bow II
Ic bol-ieq b xavc ^llinbe od’ .o&axs-s ss^alloo r;-8x,‘)ii;.ui ea-nli
v^’zsbacoaa beJoolae Ic -aed eoosx.q af^.3 ,e'tQ3X
aricil sniflisxa xo *::it:ioinoTiiJpax lau€?L' erl lijodli'-v eXoc.do8
eaefid lo j1ob2: .badnslq asw qoxia^xow aril to mxar^ adit dadct
qolavab od mobeaxt iBueunu nevlg a'lOx/ aXoodos Yxe/jncoes
%
--IU8AOO to ttsda 8 b^taiase jiriBX.^oxq noitiBOiJba Avvc all.
I
ailT , Einsldoxq noldeolG’/a bus lEiJlJJolX’iiio odd no adasd
siddil ocd bsi! aiailossd add eauaoed bea'i&onoo t&7 a^w ttsda
-’ixaqxo 'van xiaild ni stiisldciq odd diJO >1 ioa' o<j axi:.d
to noxdxoq s dedd badessone nedd ar^? dj . 8."'.ex«^oxq ladaocr
Olid ndiw ad od ttada odd xnt ftaei.' ed drl.3 lx!' xorLiiue arid
ji-IOVY 3718118 Jfil XO‘t SlCOdOB loJOOlOB. Silu tO aXOilOBOd
.
^'buda bna
-eiijBin. bns eonaioa evIt-Yd-xirid ,dC^I tc i3f?mje add nl
jiaevv xia a xot Ydis isYinU edadB cidO od ameo axonoBOd oidBrn
end Yd bedoelae Yiliflaxso axew^ aiefiosad eaoifT . 32x 1100
aovY daaqioidinq doES .aeUIxondns iccnoe Isooi ban llsde
4
deoxednl to meldo-i:; innoiaaatoio area nocii enioab od bey.ae
•t
ses/i'i .s-A-i<sm xie eriJ icT no 'Hio.v oi aJ'li bluoM eri doiilvv
problems were attacked and studied by the staff of the
I
Eight Year Study as well as other consultants. This
|
study resulted in much thought and discussion on basic proe
I
blems of educational philosophy and in the concept of ado- i!
lescent needs as they were related to science and mathematicB.
Even this first workshop brought about very drastic >
I
changes in the ideas and practice of all who attended and
another workshop was planned for the following summer. [I
One hundred end twenty-six teachers from a wider range of
subject fields was held at the Sarah Lawrence College in
Bronxville, New York, sponsored as in 1936. The Sarah
Lawrence Campus was rather Isolated and there developed
a very noticeable informal association among the members.
Learning was taking place everywhere, from the breakfast
table to the more formal meetings in the conference rooms.
The value of this group life is thought to be so important
that even in unfavorable locations a great effort is always
made now, in workshops, to provide associations which are
essential to the maximum growth of the participants.
The news of this new educational venture spread far
and wide and delegations from many cities came to visit.
In 1938 funds were available for four workshops where
more than five hundred teachers attended. These teachers
were hand-picked from those who were engaged in significant
educational programs and were chosen with a set-up as
follows
1. Heaton, K. L. - Camp, W. G. - Diedrich, P. B., The Prograiji
*^;f
•
'V--
lo ©:ic^ 7^d b&HbUC^'l bnB f>37iOS^^B S-ib/; 8J£3lJ0IQ
alilT .scrnejliJanoo 'isdjo z& L^e^/ ea y^ij^e ibqY
oiq orsbd no noiaeitps i’*> cii:; doua. til b3Jixja©'i yaucJa
-CD6 to d’q3‘''iC3 ed.^ n.t br>.B ydqoso.nrlq iBGo.cd-sbLine “to amsTd
^efliedd'eiit one ©jnelos Co dejsls^'i y^dd as s5sea -tneoc;©!
ojjsfiit' yi3v -^iiods Jd'ii;oTd qcnsfd'iow Je:t.ri aidJ nevaT
i>ns i>95a0 qj-a o.diV XXb 'to 9 Dt^o£?.q bas eeeJbi edJ n.l s9sn;.u1o
.•rafrjnus %ni*'oIIo't silJ lo't hoiinslq sa.v qo£[8>l-iow -lexl^ofie
to es-ns'T laMw s mo-^'l 3jpi:^os^j one be'rbxiiid anO
ai aqalloD aan^iwej daieg edj te blad ax^vv «bialt jof»t'1og
ria"tB3 axfr .d£9I al 3S &3'ior;noqo ,jd'xoY ,eiiivxiicif{
baqoie'^sb aiadd bns Jba^eXcal •larf^a'i eaw «A.jqjmBO aon.ai#6j
, ^-ladiaeiii ©xiX ^.non e nox.t3iao33e Xsaiotui sX^tsaoiton yiav s
d asliisd'irf ©dd" mo'xt j©'i8jlA''yi9'v© go.sLq sniped e«A' *r,niii‘X6©i
.sGioc'i aoaaTalnoo odd ni Igu-icl e'xor- and oj ©Idsd
dnstioQffi-i os ©o' od dd^'Ofid ai a'ili qxu'r^ ai^.J to ©i'iirv ©dT
ayev^Is ai Jictt© daa'tr^ b anoijoool *• tQd-s’icvalc.u »ii nevo tsrid
»ia doMw sacidslooaas abido-iq od ,aqbdadTO-v ai , .voxi ©5c?ir,
.
odnsqioidisq ©xid to msjir.lxB'v ©dd iBidnaas©
tet lijoiqa Biudao^^ latioij 30i/be vem aid? 'lo a/7sn adT
.diaiv od s£r.ao 'aidic yaen ffloxl anciJey,sl3b *-as bjI'v b.i©
exadw aqoda^^xow *1001 'rot oldaXteva aia>»v abni;;! ^£9i nl
aiadosBd aasilT .bebaedds axerioead bex&ao/l a/it nedd axcai
dneollia^iia nl ©aew odw aecdd noxt b92toiq-baari ©re-v
ao qjj-das e xidx.y rioaodo oxov/ baa arsi^cxq iaxioidsrob©
•^: ewDiXot
nB'tiSiC'rX odT ,,8 .doixbaiC - .0 ,qni30 - .J .1 ;ixndsiF~:T
,
'odasxoVv iSinc’oS; ©rid tc
1. Participants should already have demonstrated
their ability to undertake the responsibilities of
leadership in their local school.
2. They should need help on a particular problem or
interest on which they could not be given as effective
help through regular courses of instruction.
3. They should come from schools that encourage new
developments and which will expect to put into
practice plans which may be developed during the
summer.
In 1938 colleges and university professors were admit-
ted to Workshop Training so from a very small beginning
this movement was growing rapidly and gave great promise
of further growth. By 1940 many colleges and educational
groups were holding "workshops”. At this time also another
type of workshop training was developing. There arose a
need for local workshops which would serve a single large
school district and many were carried on at this time.
Workshops arose at a time when there was a growing
recognition among educators of the fact that the formal
class-room approach to teacher education was not adequate
to the needs of many teachers and at a time when many school*
were experimenting along new lines. The workshop has
served the needs of the experienced teacher, not just to
get degrees or a raise in salary, but because they had prob-
lems to be solved. In order to solve these problems it
a.taaqloi^'ts’^ ,l
lo H 5» f J tlid tanogsr?!: p^nsi'-tBoau oA TjcfiXids i lajlJ
. Loodoe Xi?ool nl 7 idH':cef>::- 3 X
'to raldo'iq ^r^Ii/oi.tisq. a iio -iXsii bUtodQ \edT .i.
97 idC‘ 9 ''.l9 as n 3V£i^ 30 Aon hluoo riDiil^ no
,no UomJenl ‘lo e^sujoo d^u ridA qlsd
wan agetnoo.ns AsdA sloorios mo-ii saioo ^Xnods .C
odni dyq cS Soeqxo XXxw iii.> Jilw Sv^nasiqrXaveX
end ^nlnub beqoiavBb 3d doldvf eneXq ©oidoe'iq
. leiTirjje
tltnns a'Tew sTioaaetO'iq ’idiaie vinu bna a'-jr)fillGO nl
jainalriecf Ilsa-e viev ?( jicnl: oa ^nxni^icT od beA
srti^.onq deal?? s'/ag Ms YlfeiqsT ^ntwons 3 «w Anasnsvam aid?
XsnctdsonM Me se.^aXXoo vnsni v€ tterilTiil to
'laildons oaXs arcld slid SA , "aaoria^tTow^ snMIoil aTaw aqucn^
B aec'iB siaifr .^iqol. 3veb sninim* qodetinow to eq^d
r^TaX sl'^nia s a/ies X>iiJOw rioidw aqoiied?ow Xsool lot been
,9fnld «idd J 8 no bel'i'iso er^w ^nsn bne Aointalb iocdcp.
/
^iA'oi'i 0 asw aield nedw oaUd s d«?. eeuiH sqcxisdicW
Xaxrrrot oxld dsd? dost odd to stfodnnyb* nnoiis noldln^oos'i
9dttXipsf)s don se-w noldsoubs ledoaeA oA [ioeonqqe xacon-aselo
sXoojrtoa y,nsiT. nedw oodd 8 Se one aiodosed ynata to abesn efid od
8 3d qoda-HncA exT? .ssnil wda ^noXe Mtdr^^^ldsqx© s-ipw
od lent ,T8iio89v;' nsonelieqxe ^*nd lo aooen srfd •.sviol
-dona f> 6 il yeiid ©susisc dnc nl eelisn n lo eaensob dojj
dx afiieldoiq eeedd evloa od ledno nl .tavloe ec aaieX
W8S necessary to do research along many educational lines.
The teachers were interested in the more recent findings
of psychologists which help one to better understand the
pupil, his needs and the ways in which the teacher and
school may help in his development. Teachers became dis-
satisfied with the old and desired new education. It was
extremely hard for a trained teacher to accustom herself
to new tools and materials. It is easy to believe in the
new procedures, but quite another task to practice them.
Probably the development of the personal-social rela-
tionships of the teachers was one of the greatest values.
They needed a better program of recreational activities and
to broaden their own areas of understanding and appreciation
through reading and social contacts. All these needs were
recognized by the workshop staffs and programs which
fitted these conditions were carried out.
After experimenting for five years, certain charact-
eristics developed which seemed essential to the program
of the workshop. Those are^:
1. The participant is given an opportunity to make
an intensive study of an interest which has arisen
out of his experience as a teacher.
2. The participant shares in planning a program of
individual and group activities designed to meet his
needs and those of his fellow-workers.
Tl 1943 Yearbook of the N. Y. Society for the Experimental
Study of Education. Pages 112—114.
aaw?noI& .lo'istsa'i oX od- ^i:I63a9oa^
U'
esilijGn xuaoea 9‘,tom eilcr ni Seiaeiadni 9iew e'l^do?©^ ailT
i9 £iJ .5na^siei»ajj ^a<t^ed oS eno ql&ri doidw ejalaolcdoxeq to
5fi6 'i8flD60.d' doixiA xt 1 ®dq 5ns absaxi eld ,liQuq
QSiao9o enadoeeT , dxisfliqoXs^^sl) six! xii qXed Xoodoe
saw d'X .uoidsouf)© <k9a ss-iiasb ons J5Xc ©fit dd iw beitaidss
tJ. 98 isxi mcXatronS' od lodoaed fjenienq e ‘lol bnaxi YX©xr-8idxe
©dd cxi sy^slXsd od i , aIsl'tsXsci fins elood ^ivsxi oif
. ;,3£id' ©oiJ’os'xq o5 daeJ *x©ddoxiB sXitip dx/d ,a©*xx^i>®GO'jq •’^S'n
-sl©7 lalDns- lenoansq ©rid to tflfecnqoIsvsJb adJ YXdsdcT^
. isixXev daedseT^ add to ©no aew anado^sd add Xo aqxdsxioid
i'-ns astdX’'^idoft lencddsano©*! to rcia'isonq 'leJdsd a dedean Y«dT
cXdfc^i- anqq B ons gxiXdxts ta'i^dfiL' to ssans “ilsilt .iQdsoid od
en^w a.caeii saaiid XIA .adosdnoo Isloca bus .^^albean d^xxcndJ
*
do l.lw 0 rs'i 3C'iq drs ©ttsda qodaitow odd xd bssln^ooo't
.duo ^oxinso sie# sxioidlfcnoo aasdd dsdd^t
-joensdo nXsd'ioo .b'Ioqy not ^flxdnsfr.iieqxa nettA
fcei.'oo'iq edd od iBidixaaae Xaxaoas doidw oeqoXsvsi) aoidsi'is
:-^ons ssedT .qodaxnow ©rid lo
ddisjtt od ydiitud'toq QC n© dev 13 aX dnsqioid'isci ©xfl *X
aseins esd doixiw dasnadni ae tc vhude avxanadui ns
.*i©do6©d 8 8© ©oasi iaqc© sxri to duo
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3. They are provided with easy access to the services
of various staff members representing a variety of
kinds of assistance.
4. Formal and informal associations with other
teachers of varied backgrounds contributes to the
participant’s thinking on his specific problem, broad-
ens his general orientation, and provides opportunity
for experiences in co-operative activities.
5. An effort is made to interest the participant in
the whole child, the whole school, and the whole com-
munity.
6. The participant’s total experience as he studies
a specific interest or problem tends to prepare him
for the solution of other professional problems in
the future.
7. Since workshops have been concerned not only with
the professional problems of the teachers, but with
his life as an individual, efforts have been made to
afford opportunities for balanced living.
The effectiveness of these workshops were studied by
questionnaires, personal interviews, and group meetings.
The multiplication of workshops has created an increased
interest in the role of evaluation in them. The workshop
participants are Interested for they came to study a prob-
lem of particular concern to them in their local school
and are anxious about the progress made in that study.
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Then again the participants are often sent by local
school-boards at the expense of the town and thus they
feel doubly concerned over progress made. Administrators
and fellow teachers are interested in this evaluation
also wondering whether it is all worth while or not. This
follow-up study tried to ascertain what these teachers were
now doing and to compare it with average school practice.
Some argued that "Good teachers would do all of those things
whether they had attended the workshop or not." These
teachers admitted, however, that they had not done these
things as well, or to the same extent, until after they
had attended a workshop. A new approach to the evaluation
of the pupil’s work was noticeable and was the same
evaluation as the teacher had been given at the workshop.
Another change was apparent in that text books were used
less and other activities carried on more.
There is much evidence to suggest that many superin-
tendents and school boards are accepting the workshop as
an important contribution to their needs. There one finds
a spirit of friendliness, of industry, and of co-operation.
No trace can be found of the stilted, formal, and tradit-
ional class-rooms atmosphere that is frequently very dead-
ening, In a business-like manner each member of the group
proceeds with the development and solution of his own
particular problem which he has selected and which has been
approved by his faculty advisor. He may work with a group
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9which has selected the same problem, or alone, as he desires
He is at liberty to seek: assistance wherever it may be
found— in the library—of his instructor, of members of
his own, or related groups, from which he will find out
how to develop a technique of teaching that will do away
with formalism in the classroom and provide for his pupils
a life situation and experiences from which more can be
gained*
At the present time workshops seem to be the trend in
our summer sessions in the colleges. Students like the
informality and can readily see why pupils of any age would
profit from a similar set-up.
Probably the main idea of the workshop plan of instruc-
tion can be summed up as follows: "If education is to
function in the lives of pupils, it should be related
to their real life problems. If the school curriculum
is to be adapted to the needs of the pupils and of the
community in which they live, the needs of the particular
pupils and of the particular community should be considered
in planning a program of instruction.”^
1. Meece, Leonard E., Seay, Manrice F., A Work-Conference
For Rural Teachers ; Bulletin of the Bureau of School
Service, University of Kentucky, 1941
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Chapter III
The Procedure of the Study
This study to find out the factors which hinder or
facilitate unit teaching in Maine developed from the be-
ginning of Workshop training at the University of Maine
during a three week’s period in the summer of 1944 and then
again in 1945. Every student worked out a unit during the
first suramer and worked on either e unit or some problem
during the second workshop. The majority of the students
had not practiced this type of teaching before but many
had expressed the determination to go back to their own
schools and work out at least the unit which they had
completed at the Workshop. It was recognized by all con-
cerned that many difficulties would hinder progress in many
places. Superintendents and school-boards might object
and fellow-teachers might not co-operate. Perhaps the
parents and community would not accept that type of instruc-
tion. Yet some localities might be ready for this kind of
teaching at once. It was the plan of this study to find
out exactly what factors entered into this unit teaching
both as a help and a hindrance.
With these things in mind, a questionnaire and letter
were prepared to send to each of the three hundred and
twelve teachers who attended the Workshops at Maine Univer-
sity in 1944 and 1945.
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Tile workshop attendance represented one hundred and
forty-nine different towns so these questionnaires went
into all kinds of school systems in all sections of the
state
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Questionnaire ( if you lack space use back of sheet.)
1. List the problem, unit, or units, you worked on at the
Maine Workshop. (If you attended both years, please
be explicit about each year.)
2. Did you work this unit out within your own school?
3. Did you develop and try out in your school any other
units in addition to the ones started i»i the workshop?
List them.
4. List and describe in some detail any obstacles and
difficulties you had to overcome in introducing nwwer
methods. (These may be concerning any factors; public
opinion; unsympathetic leadership; inadequate supplies
and materials; lack of own knowledge of how to
handle new methods etc.)
5. List and describe all factors which were of distinct
assistance to you in developing new instructional
practices such as; sympathetic leadership; plenty of
supplies and materials; recent knowledge of how to
handle methods, etc.
6. List and describe any new textbooks, instructional
materials, supplies, furniture, etc., which you
would now like to have, but which you have not yet
been able to get, which would aid you in progressing
further.
7. List items such as above--and all other--which have
aided in your program. State definitely through whom
you secured each separate item. (By yourself, through
the superintendent, through some community group, etc.)
8. Have you given any tests, or used any other objective
means to determine how well your pupils are learning
and growing? If so list the tests and summarize very
briefly the results. Pay particular attention in
answering this question to those personal-social-
moral learnings which the new school stresses, in
addition to subject matter learning.
9. List and describe any activities which you yourself
have engaged in since the workshop to further your
understanding and practice of newer methods.
10.
List and describe any procedures which you yourself
have used to explain to and bring understanding to
the parents or the community in general, the newer
methods
.
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11.
Does there seem to be a growing interest in the cormnunit
concerning these new methods? If so, how is the
community demonstrating its interest and approval?
12, Is better democratic living being practiced in your
school room? What evidence have you that this is true?
13 . List specific ways in which the workshop aided you, as
far as you can see now.
14-. List specific ways in which the workshop could be
improved in order to be of greater benefit to teachers
who attend.
15 . Add any information you believe of interest.
Name Town Grades
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Eliot, Maine
January 31, 1946
Dear Friend,
I am preparing my thesis at Boston
Univsisity on the Workshops of Maine and
have to analyze information obtained from
those who have attended. Will you please
fill out the enclosed questionnaire and
return as soon as possible? No names or
localities will be used in the thesis. If
you are a superintendent or supervisor plea
send any information possible even if this
questionnaire does not apply directly to
you. My success depends upon your co-
operation.
Very Sincerely,
Edith Chase
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Table No. 1
Chart of Attendance at the Maine Workshops and
Number of Towns Represented
1944 Workshop
Number attending 174
In state I69
Out of state 5
1945 Workshop
Nunber attending 185
In state 179
Out of state 6
Number attending both the 1944 and 1945
Workshops 36
Number of different State of Maine teachers
and supervisors attending Workshop in 1944
and 1945 312
Number of Towns of Maine represented in
Workshop of 1944 100
Nuiaber of Towns of Maine represented in
Workshop in 1945 95
Number of new towns in 1945 49
Number of different towns in 1944 and 1945 149
The date of attendance as taken from the quegtion-
naires showed that 149 towns had been represented in 1944
and 1945 in the State of Maine while eleven out of state
towns were represented. Only thirty-six who attended in
1944 were also present in 1945.
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Chapter IV
Date of the Study
Of the three hundred and twelve questionnaires sent
out one hundred and ninety replies were received. One
hundred and seventy-three answered the questionnaire form
while seventeen wrote informal letters. One hundred and
twenty-two failed to answer at all.
Table No. 2
Questionnaires Returned
Number of questionnaires sent out 312
Number of questionnaires returned 173
Number of other reports returned 17
Number of teachers heard from 190
Number which remained unanswered 122
Per cent of returned reports 60.5^
The 60.5^ of returned reports is considered a very
high average for this type of procedure for gathering data.
All grades were represented in the returned question-
naires. Seventy-one were from teachers in the lower four
grades and sixty-three represented the upper four. Six
rural school teachers reported also. Ten full time prin-
cipals and supervisors and nineteen superintendents sent
reports of their respective schools on superintendency
unions.
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Table No. 3
Returned Questionnaires from. Teachers, Principals,
and Superintendencies
Grades one through four 71
Grades five through eight 63
All Grades 6
Supervisors and full time principals 10
Superintendents 19
Returned unansvi/ered 4
Notes instead of Questionnaires and grades
not definitely stated 17
Total returned I90
In tabulating the answers to the questions on the
questionnaire the first three were considered together.
Each question concerned the units which were worked out
at the Workshop, a repetition of the unit in their own
school rooms or the working out of additional units.
Question No. 1: List the problem, unit, or units, you worke
on at the Maine Workshop. (If you attended both years,
please be explicit about each year.)
I
Question No. 2: Did you work this unit out within your
own school?
Question No. 3: you develop and try out in your school
any other units in addition to the ones started in the
workshop? List them.
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Table No. 4
Units and Problems Worked Out at the Workshop and In the
School -rooms
.
Number that worked out units or problems
at the Workshop according to questionnaire 190
Number that worked out same unit at school IO4
Number that did not use unit or problems 86
Number of other units worked out . 243
Number of people working out other units then
those completed at Workshop 118
Of course everyone in the 1944 Workshop worked out a
unit, mostly as complete as was possible on paper. At the
1945 Workshop, unit work was not compulsory for one had a
choice of either a unit or some apcroved problem. Those,
however, in 1945 who were attending for the first time,
were encouraged to work out units.
Most of those who worked out units in their own schools,
reported that they were a success. Only six stated they
could not carry them out after starting. There were
eighty-six who apparently made no effort to begin one.
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(question No. 4 on 'Questionnaire
List and describe in some detail any obstacles and
difficulties you had to over come in introducing newer
methods. {These may be concerning any factors; public
opinion; unsympathetic leadership; inadequate supplies and
materials; lack of own knowledge of how to handle new method:!,
etc
.
)
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on the
o^uestionnaires
.
1. Lack of room 46 mentions
2. Lack of materials and supplies 40 mentions
3. Lack of time 30 mentions
4. No movable furniture 30 mentions
5. Inadequate knowledge (afraid of results)29 mentions
6. Lack of easy supplementary reading books 29 mention:!
7. Lack of co-operation of parents 20 mentions
8. No coeoperetion from other teachers 19 mentions
9. Traditional set-up in grades before
and after 18 mentions
10. Lack of ability to evaluate the work 15 mentions
11. Fear of not covering subject matter 14 mentions
12.
Children not knowing how to look up
reference material 10 mentions
13* Lack of free expression among
pupils 9 mentions
14. Wanting to do too much for pupils 6 mentions
15. Lack of group leaders 2 mentions
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Hindrance in departmental work 2 mentions
17
.
Unsympathetic school-board 2 mentions
18.
Unsympathetic superintendent 2 mentions
Lack of room seemed to be the greatest handicap.
Many teachers reported at least forty pupils with a very
crowded condition. The lack of materials and supplies was
continually mentioned, yet the surprising and encouraging
thing that finally developed was that so loany teachers
overcome this problem in so many various ways. Lack of
time and fear of not covering subject matter was ( as
always) of grave concern to many. No co-operation of
parents or other teachers seemed to be a common difficulty
yet from many questionnaires there seemed an encouraging
ring according to question ten and eleven, which are
analyzed later. Unsympathetic superintendents were in the
minority. In fact most of the teachers felt greatly en-
couraged and many stated that they had a free rein to go
ahead and do all the unit teaching they wished. With the
nineteen superintendents who answered the questionnaires,
seventeen were in favor of unit teaching and two against
it
.
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Question No. 5 on Questionnaire
List and describe all factors which were if distinct
assistance to you in developing new instructional practices
such as: sympathetic leadership; plenty of supplies and
materials; recent knowledge of how to handle methods, etc.
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on the
questionnaires
.
1. Workshop experience 60 mentions
2. A very interested and helpful
superintendent 40 mentions
3. Helpful parents 39 mentions
4. Co-operation of state super-visors 20 mentions
5. Co-operation of other teachers 20 mentions
6. The interest and co-operation of
the children 19 me ntions
7. Interest of community organizations 18 mentions
8. Plenty of supplies IS mentions
9. Assistance of State Library 10 mentions
10. Lists of materials gathered at
University of Maine 8 mentions
11. Newspaper publicity 5 mentions
12. Public exhibitions 5 mentions
13. Co-operation of janitor 4 ment ions
14. Reading professional books 4 mentions
15. Visiting a modern set-up 2 mentions
16. Teacher’s meetings 2 mentions
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Workshop experience was the factor most frequently ment:.oned
as being of distinct assistance to this new type teaching.
The Workshop was the first training in unit teaching which
many had ever experienced .and many said it gave them the
knowledge and confidence which made unitary teaching
possible.
The co-operation of superintendents was mentioned by
forty teachers with only two stating that their superinten-
dent was not in sympathy with attempts in unit teaching.
Thirty-nine helpful parents were recorded with a
variety of ways in which they had helped to make unitary
teaching a success.
The State Department of Education and Library seemed
to rank high in the assistance rendered to teachers.
Many supplementary materials were supplied at Univer-
sity of Maine from the various divisions.
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Question No. 6 on Questionnaire
List and describe any new textbooks, instructional
materials, supplies, furniture, etc.; which you would now
like to have, but which you have not yet been able to get,
which would aid you in progressing further.
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on the
questionnaires
.
1 . Movable seats and desks 40 mentions
2 . Tables and chairs for library 39 mentions
3 . Supplementary readers 39 mentions
4 . Art supplies 30 mentions
5 . Reference books (for children) 20 mentions
6 . Maps and globes 8 mentions
7 . Material for reading charts 6 mentions
8 . Book cases 6 mentions
9 . Bulletin boards 4 mentions
10 . Sand tables 2 mentions
11
.
Building nnterials 2 mentions
12 . Victrola or radio 2 mentions
13 . Use of movie-projector and films 2 mentions
14 . Testing materials 1 mention
Movable seats and desks was the most frequently men-
tioned item in the teacher’s statements of supplies, fur-
niture, etc., which they would like to have to aid them
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in progressing further. Two people stated that the janitor
had remedied this condition for them. Thirty-nine wanted
a library table and chairs. Supplementary readers, art
supplies and children’s reference books were desired by
many and maps and globe wanted by eight. Sundry supplies
were desired by others such as ssxnd tables, bulletin
boards, building materials, victrola or radio, and use of
a movie-projector and films. One xmentioned a need for
testing materials.
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Question No. 7 on Questionnaire
List items such as above--and all other--which have
aided in your program. State definitely through whom you
secured each separate item. (By yourself; through the
superintendent; through some community group; etc.)
1.
Through parents and friends 51 mentions
Such as: Books of Knowledge and other
books, soap for soap sculpture, pictures
E
xhibits, seat covers, magazines, costumes,
ot plates, orange crates (local grocery
man), and wood from local factory.
2.
Through superintendents 42 mentions
Such as: encyclopedias, reading materials
professional books, sand tables and art
supplies
.
3. Through children 42 mentions
Such as: books, pictures, all sorts of
exhibits, clay from clay bank and by
earning money for materials.
4. Through the teacher 26 mentions
Such as: magazines, books, toys and
pictures
5. Through State Department 25 mentions
Such as: pamphlets, an exhibit (on Latin
America) and book lists.
6.
Through Parent Teacher fissociation 10 mentions
Such as: caints, tables, costumes, and
daily lunch.
7. Through janitor 10 mentions
Such as: tables, easel, fixing movable
seats and desks, and bulletin boards.
8. Through bus companies 3 mentions
Such as: free excusions and a bus seat for
reading corner
9. Other s'.urces of materials 20 mentions
From Knights of Phythias, Red Men, Department of Agri-
culture, Maine Development Commission, Maine State
Library and local libraries.
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Tile sources of help in the schoolrooTis were varied
and assistance rendered covered s wide area. Parents and
friends were most frequently mentioned and a diversity
of ways in which they helped were stated. Superintendents
with but two erceptions ranked hi^h with heloful materials
and assistance. Janitors were mentioned ten times in regard
to carpenter work done. The Parents-Teachers Association
supplied various articles and served lunch in many
schools. Other co.mmunity organizations helped at times.
The supplying of pamphlets, book-lists and exhibits from
the State Department was mentioned twenty-five times.
Bus companies played an important part in three localities
in regard to excursions and supplied a bus seat for one
library corner. The teacher and children supplied all
other materials as recorded.
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Question No. 8 on Questionnaire
Have you given any tests, or used any objective means
to determine how well your pupils are learning and growing?
If so list the tests and summarize very briefly the results.
Pay particular attention in answering this question to those
personal-social-moral learnings which the new school
stresses, in addition to subject matter learning.
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on the
questionnaires
.
1. Learning Rate Tests 10 mentions
2. Vocabulary test 9 mentions
3. Personality test 9 mentions
4. Learning growth tests 8 mentions
5. Children’s check list 8 mentions
6
.
Teacher’s check list 7 mentions
7. Anecdotal record 7 mentions
8. Analysis of creative results 5 mentions
9. Citizenship chart 5 mentions
10. Objective tests (True-False, etc.) 5 mentions
11. Essay type examination 4 mentions
12. Behavior record tests 3 mentions
13. Oral discussions 3 mentions
u. Achievement tests 3 mentions
15. Cumulative record 2 mentions
16. Gates Reading Tests 1 mention
17. Otis Quick Scoring 1 mention
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18. Durrell-Sullivan Capacity 1 mention
19. California Mental Maturity 1 mention
20. Steven’s Readiness Test 1 mention
21. Gates Silent Test 1 mention
22. Kuhman-Anderson 1 mention
23. Pintner-Durost 1 mention
This question in regard to tests given was either
unanswered or answered none in sixty of the questionnaires
and so vaguely answered in thirty others that the date
was of little value. Many stated that their knowledge of
evaluation of this new type teaching was very inadequate.
A variety of tests were given and some vaguely named so
there is the possibility of some repetition in the
tabulati on.
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Question No. 9 on Questionnaire
List and describe any activities which you yourself
have engaged in since the workshop to further your under-
standing and practice of newer methods.
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on
the questionnaires.
1. Reading professional books 43 mentions
2. Reading professional magazines 40 mentions
3. Talking with progressive teachers
and leaders 35 mentions
4. Visiting progressive schools 15 mentions
5. Panel discussions 15 mentions
6. Extension Courses:
Boston University-Harvard 14 mentions
Unive: sity of Maine 9 mentions
7. Correspondence courses 2 mentions
8. Working on state bulletin 2 mentions
9. Studying rank cards 2 mentions
There was considerable difficulty in classifying the
reading of professional books and magazines for many did
not designate clearly the difference. In many of the cases
the teachers who read professional books also read profess-
ional magazines. Ten people answered none and thirty left
it unanswered
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Question No. 10 on Questionnaire
List and describe any procedures ¥^hich you yourself
have used to explain to and bring understanding to the
parents or the community in general, the newer methods.
These were tabulated in the order of frequency on the
questionnaires.
1. Encouraged parents to visit school 40 mentions
2. Presented programs at Parent
Teacher’s Association 20 mentions
3. Gave talks before teacher groups 20 mentions
4 • Gove talks before parent groups 19 mentions
5. Talked individually to parents 18 mentions
6. Had public exhibitions at the end of
each unit 18 mentions
7. Conducted study groups 10 mentions
8. Presented programs at Grange 2 mentions
This question was left blank in thirty of the question
naires and answered in the negative on twenty-nine others.
Many teachers apparently for some reason failed to
extend knowledge of the newer methods of teaching. Lack
of interest on their own part or fear of antagonistic
attitudes from parents or controlling authorities could
have accounted for it.
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Question No* 11 on the Questionnaire
Does there seem to be a growing interest in the com-
munity concerning t ese new methods? If so, how is the
community demonstrating its interest and approval?
Tabulated as follows:
I. There is a growing community interest, as shown by:
1. Parents seem anxious to send
materials 30 mentions
2. People outside the school ask
questions about it 20 mentions
3* Newspapers give write-up
publicity 9 mentions
4. Parent Teachers* Associations
give much assistance 15 mentions
5* Other local organizations give
assistance 8 mentions
6. Parents visit school more 7 mentions
Twenty people answered thiw question in the negative.
Four stated they did not know. Fifty people left it
unanswered*
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Question No. 12 on Questionnaires
Is better democratic living being practiced in your
school room? What evidence have you that this is true?
The information was tabulated as follows in this table:
Number who were asked this question 190
Number answering NO 7
Number answering YES 95
Number uncertain 3
Number who did not answer 85
Percent answering YES 50^
One half of the teachers reported better democratic
living in their school rooms. Eighty-five persons left
the question unanswered while seven others answered in the
negative end three were uncertain. Traditional school-set
up and beliefs are slow in changing to more modern living
conditions in the school-room.
The evidence of better democratic living is listed
according to frequency of statement:
1. Pupils work together better 40 mentions
2. Pupils play together better 30 mentions
3. Children help others more in every
way 10 mentions
4 • Children are happier 10 mentions
5. Children are more self-reliant 6 mentions
6. Pupils more appreciative of school
work 4 mentions
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Pupils helpful rather than bossy
More tolerance is shown
Better manners are evident
More responsibility is assumed
More respect toward authority
Criticism is taken better
Discipline is better ever3rwhere
Respect for property of others is
practiced
Parents report much improvement at
2 mentions
2 mentions
2 mentions
1 mention
1 mention
1 mention
1 mention
1 mention
home
1 mention
Of the ninety-five teachers who reported better demo-
cratic living in their schools many mentioned that the
pupils worked and played together more congenial than ever
before* All those reporting in the affirmative expressed
an assurance and belief that the change was very notice-
able and a great improvement over past procedures*
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Question No. 13 on Questionnaire
List specific ways in which the workshop aided you, as
far 83 you can see now.
The following answers were tabulated:
1. It showed me how to teach units 102 mentions
2. It gave me a desire for more professional
growth, reading, study, etc. 30 mentions
3. It gave me confidence in myself 21 mentions
4 • It made me see I was in a ”rut" 3 mentions
5. It helped me list the proper
objectives 4 mentions
6. It gave me a different idea of
discipline 20 mentions
7. It made me see the "whole” child 18 mentions
8. It helped me with a flexible program 1 mention
9. It helped me to understand individual
differences 13 mentions
10. It gave me an opportunity to meet
many teachers 16 mentions
11. It gave me a better understanding of
evaluation of the pupils and myself 7 mentions
12. It gave me a clear picture of how to
change from traditional to progressive
methods 2 mentions
13. It gave me information how to get
supplementary materials 10 mentions
14. It gave me an opportunity to get better
acquainted with the members of the
State Department 6 mentions
15. I did not derive any benefit for I
have always taught that way 1 mention
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Only ten questionnaires remained blank with question 13
concerning how the workshop had aided those who attended.
There seemed a general belief that the workshop training
was of benefit and only one said they derived no benefit
from it.
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Question No, 14 on Questionnaire
List specific ways in which the workshop could be
improved in order to be of greater benefit to teachers who
attend.
The following answers were tabulated:
1. A group of children for demonstration 25 mentions
2, Better trained group leaders 15 mentions
3. Smaller groups 20 mentions
4. Longer session 5 mentions
5. Uniform practices among leaders 1 mention
6, Fewer technical terms for teachers of
little training 1 mention
7. More personal conferences 10 mentions
8, Personal reports from Maine teachers 1 mention
9. Less crowded conditions 1 mention
10. Less confusion at the beginning 1 mention
11, A workshop for school-boards 1 mention
12, No need for improvement 1 mention
13. Discussion groups for teachers 2 mentions
14. Better handling of library materials 1 mentions
15. I do not feel qualified to judge 5 mentions
One hundred failed to answer this question at all. It
is interesting to note that several of the improvements
suggested were improved in the second session. The library
management was excellent in 1945 but in 1944 noticeably
inadequate.
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The suggestion of having a demonstration of children for
unit work as mentioned by twenty-five teachers will be
carried out in the session of 194-6 as Mrs, Harriett Ladd
of Dover-Foxcroft will conduct a group of rural children
in carrying out a unit.
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Question No* 15 on Questionnaire
Only twenty people filled in this space on the queetion-
naire. Fifteen of them used it for excuses for their delay
in answering the questionnaire or in their lacic of informa-
tion which might be of help or in wishing me success in my
study of workshops. Five gave me this information:
1. We are quite ”deep” in the traditional method;
it will take a lot of effort to get us out
2. It is almost impossible to tell how the children
have blossomed under the new methods*
3* I truly feel my time and money was well spent in
attending the two Workshops of Maine
4-* It is a very inspiring worthwhile project designed
and destined to improve our teaching
5* I spent a lot of money but there is nothing more
worthy than youngsters to see develop
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Chapter V
Conclusions
A careful study has been made of each question and the
information tabulated. Practically everyone who answered
expressed an interest in unit education and a desire to
know how to carry it on better in their schools. Only five
seemed uninterested and unco-operative about the Workshop
training and how it carried over into the several schools.
Of course, the questionnaire covered only unit teaching
rather than other kinds of progressive methods and I have
no doubt there is much improvement in the schools even
though many did not do unitary work.
This, however, was not a study of how the Workshop had
improved schools but was to find out what factors had hinder^
or facilitated the new type teaching in Maine schools.
The most noticeable handicap seemed to be crowded con-
ditions and lack of time. It was very seldom that a teacher
reported sufficient room to carry on activities as she felt
they should be carried on. War time pressure no doubt ac-
counts for much of this overcrowded condition in many
areas and is growing somewhat better in some localities.
Many teachers stated, however, that they had been always
over-burdened with extra large classes which made it impos-
sible to do the best possible teaching. Many towns have new
buildings in view in the near future which will improve this
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condition while others seemed to have no solution to the
problem.
While lack of supplies and materials seemed to be
frequently listed as a hindrance it was very encouraging
to note how many teachers really found a way to supply
their class with sufficient materials to carry on success-
fully. The tabulated list of the sources and materials
collected is a long one and complimentary to the ingenuity
of Maine teachers.
Fear of not covering subject matter seemed apparent in
a large percentage of questionnaires. A better understand-
ing by the parents of the new type teaching and the new
qualities of learning was often suggested as a help in
combating this problem. Many teachers told of a better
understanding and appreciation among the parents already
but tradition dies hard.
Desks and chairs fastened to the floor handicapped
almost every teacher. Group work was very difficult. Sym-
pathetic and helpful janitors often overcame this handi-
cap.
Inadequate knowledge of how to carry out the new type
teaching, especially proper evaluation, seemed a very fre-
quent cause of difficulties. The acknowledgement of this
lack and the illustrations of improvements such as: Reading
more professional books, attending Boston University-Har-
vard Extension Course, visiting progressive schools, etc.
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seemed to sound an encouraging note to a better knowledge
for future teaching.
Public relations, not only in regard to parents and
community, but with fellow teachers was expressed with
seriousness. Many times teachers in a building failed to
co-operate at all with the one who was trying out the new
type teaching methods. In fact many very uncomfortable
situations were cited. Most of them persisted in the new
way in spite of all opposition and many of them persuaded
other teachers to try in part some of the unit work.
The superintendents were hardly mentioned as a handi-
cap. Practically all of the teachers had an understanding
superintendent who either did a great deal for them or else
let them have freedom to carry on as they wished. Of course
the few who had an unsympathetic superintendent and school
board were unable to carry out new teaching of any kind.
The Workshop experience was considered the factor of
greatest assistance in this unit teaching. Next, naturally,
came the helpful superintendents and supervisors and co-
operation of other teachers in the building. The extension
courses stood high in approval and teacher study clubs
1
came next. These with the co-operation of the parents and
community made unit teaching successful in many localities.
This study seemed to show that in spite of severe handi-
caps many teachers ere persevering and unitary teaching is
really getting under way in Maine Schools.
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